Mass transport takes place within the mesoscopic to macroscopic scale range and plays a key role in crystal growth that may affect the result of the crystallization experiment. The influence of mass transport is different depending on the crystallization technique employed, essentially because each technique reaches supersaturation in its own unique way. In the case of batch experiments, there are some complex phenomena that take place at the interface between solutions upon mixing. These transport instabilities may drastically affect the reproducibility of crystallization experiments, and different outcomes may be obtained depending on whether or not the drop is homogenized. In diffusion experiments with aqueous solutions, evaporation leads to fascinating transport phenomena. When a drop starts to evaporate, there is an increase in concentration near the interface between the drop and the air until a nucleation event eventually takes place. Upon growth, the weight of the floating crystal overcomes the surface tension and the crystal falls to the bottom of the drop. The very growth of the crystal then triggers convective flow and inhomogeneities in supersaturation values in the drop owing to buoyancy of the lighter concentration-depleted solution surrounding the crystal. Finally, the counterdiffusion technique works if, and only if, diffusive mass transport is assured. The technique relies on the propagation of a supersaturation wave that moves across the elongated protein chamber and is the result of the coupling of reaction (crystallization) and diffusion. The goal of this review is to convince protein crystal growers that in spite of the small volume of the typical protein crystallization setup, transport plays a key role in the crystal quality, size and phase in both screening and optimization experiments.
Introduction
Mass transport plays a key role in crystal growth. Crystals grow in solution from molecules that must be transported from the bulk of the solution to the interface between the crystal and the solution before they become incorporated into the crystal (Mullin, 1993) . This fact is often neglected during laboratory practice either because it is considered to be irrelevant or because the implications for setting up real experiments are not well understood. This paper attempts to provide insights into both misconceptions.
A protein-crystallization project usually involves the screening of a set of crystallization conditions which, if successful, is followed by setting up a number of solutions in an undersaturated state, driving them to a supersaturation state, waiting for nucleation and then growing the crystals to a suitable size and quality. The final target is typically a crystal that is sufficient in size and order to be used for diffraction studies. The fundamental difference among the existing protein-crystallization methods (batch, vapour diffusion, counter-diffusion etc.) is the way in which supersaturation is achieved in each, which is caused by differences in terms of mass transport. The relevance of mass-transport processes in protein crystal-growth experiments is introduced in x2, along with a short discussion on the importance of considering masstransport issues when designing and setting up actual laboratory experiments. The aspects of mass transport that are relevant to batch experiments and generally to any experiment that involves crystallization-solution preparation are discussed in x3. The homogeneity and behaviour of fluids within crystallizing drops are the subjects of x4. The bestknown protein crystal-growth methods with regard to mass transport are counter-diffusion methods. Since there are already several reviews dealing with mass transport using such techniques Biertü mpfel et al., 2002; García-Ruiz, 2003; García-Ruiz, Otá lora et al., 2001; García-Ruiz et al., 2002; Ng et al., 2003; Otá lora & García-Ruiz, 1996 , 1997 , x5 only summarizes some of the less known features of mass transport in counterdiffusion methods.
Why is mass transport important in protein crystallization?
There is no magic in mass transport; it is only a matter of the distribution (space) and evolution (time) of supersaturation within the experimental volume, and this takes place on mesoscopic to macroscopic scales. Consequently, size matters for mass transport. Whereas diffusion is the most efficient mass-transport process at the molecular level, convection is faster on larger scales. All intermolecular interactions are about 32 orders of magnitude stronger than that related to gravity. The Brownian motion velocity of protein molecules is around 3-30 m s À1 at room temperature for molecules with a molecular weight of around 10 4 -10 6 Da. These Brownian velocities are orders of magnitude larger than the 0.1-0.2 mm s À1 which may be assumed as a maximum value for bulk gravity-driven terrestrial convection (Fredericks et al., 1994; Kirschhock et al., 2008) . Consequently, only (i) the macroscopic mass transport of protein molecules to the growing crystal surface and (ii) the interplay between this transport with their incorporation into the crystal interface provide insight into the influence of mass transport upon growth behaviour or crystal quality.
The incorporation of protein molecules onto the surface of a growing crystal produces a depletion in concentration around the crystal that is replenished by mass transport from the bulk of the solution (Nerad & Shlichta, 1986; McPherson et al., 1999; Vekilov & Chernov, 2003) . Consequently, mass transport becomes even more relevant for protein crystallization experiments as the crystal grows larger. The degree of concentration depletion is directly proportional to the growth rate for a fixed mass-transport rate, but the diffusion flow, in turn, is directly proportional to the concentration gradient, as explained by Fick's first law (Vá zquez, 2006) . Both processes tend to balance each other out since faster incorporation of molecules into the crystal leads immediately to faster transport of molecules to the solution-crystal interface. This results in a given steady-state concentration at the crystal surface that is only dependent on a kinetic coefficient defined by the ratio between the mass-transport rate and the molecularattachment kinetics (Chernov, 1984; Otá lora et al., 2002) . Hence, the supersaturation at which a crystal grows is proportional to this kinetically controlled concentration at the interface.
Crystallization is often used as a method for purification in inorganic and organic chemistry. Impurities are far more frequent in macromolecular solutions than in any other laboratory crystal-growth scenarios and are known to be major contributors to lowering protein crystal quality. It has previously been shown that mass transport plays an important role in the amount and distribution of impurities within the crystal (Carter et al., 1999; Chernov, 2003; Lin et al., 2001) . Indeed, impurities may be transported either towards the crystal or away from it. The currently accepted model for impurity transport and incorporation, known as 'diffusional purification' (Lee & Chernov, 2002) , proposes the development of an impurity-depletion zone around the growing crystal and describes how this zone can work as a purification step during crystallization.
Once the concentration-depletion zone has been established, the crystal-growth process reaches a quasi-steady state. Both the supersaturation and the concentration of impurities at the crystal surface will remain constant during the growth phase, provided that mass transport is also steady! When there is convective mass transport the solution that is carried to the crystal surface has a different composition to that corresponding to the steady state. In this case, the amount of impurities that become trapped in the crystal can change suddenly (Chernov, 2003) , and crystal defects may appear either owing to a large concentration of impurities or because of the accumulated strain caused by changes in the equilibrium lattice parameters as a function of the solution composition. Mass transport is responsible for maintaining or distorting the steady state of crystal growth and in doing so can be the origin of crystal defects in the growing crystal.
On even larger scales, mass transport produces long-range gradients that have been skilfully used in counter-diffusion methods to select and optimize the nucleation and growth conditions. These long-range gradients produce a spatial separation of supersaturation along the elongated reservoir containing the protein solution (typically a capillary), with a moving maximum of supersaturation that runs across the protein chamber with decreasing amplitude and increasing width . At the same time, as diffusion gradients decrease over time, the point of maximum supersaturation grows at a slower rate, producing nucleation events at supersaturation values that are gradually smaller. This complex, self-organized distribution of nucleation and growth conditions is entirely driven by diffusion and illustrates the importance of controlling mass transport to optimize crystallization experiments.
The role of mixing in making a drop: batch experiments
Mixing solutions for crystallization experiments, either to set up a batch experiment or as a preliminary step for vapour-diffusion experiments, is the first step in most protein crystallization experiments. These solutions usually have different densities, and the compounds in solution have different diffusion coefficients. Depending on the relative solution properties and on the sequence of mixing (denser over lighter or vice versa), characteristic complex and defined patterns may develop (Lima & De Wit, 2004; Howard et al., 2009) . In most cases the mixing process is assumed to be instantaneous, which would result in uniform values of supersaturation, pH and the concentrations of reactants and additives. However, the mixing of solutions is not immediate, and even microlitre-sized drops cannot be considered to be homogeneous (Savino & Monti, 1996) . Howard et al. (2009) studied the mixing of precipitant and protein solutions by optical microscopy and Mach-Zehnder interferometry, and found that complex phenomena occur at the interface between the two solutions upon mixing. These inherently chaotic processes could explain why and how the mixing protocol may affect the reproducibility of crystallization experiments (Newman et al., 2007) . Two general situations, illustrated in Fig. 1 , can be considered.
(i) When the denser solution is poured over the lighter one (middle row in Fig. 1 ), the system is gravitationally unstable and Rayleigh-Taylor convection will develop owing to buoyancy forces.
IYCr crystallization series Mixing experiments using two solutions (hen egg-white lysozyme and NaCl) at different concentrations. The left-hand side sketches the concentration (a) and density (b) of the two solutions at different times, from just after dropping the top solution (black lines) to a relatively advanced homogenization state (pink lines). The diagrams in the left column show situations in which the salt (diffusing faster) is on top, while those in the right column show the reverse situation with lysozyme on top. (b) is composed of four diagrams representing solution-density plots for solutions mixed by pouring the denser solution on top of the lighter one (top) and the lighter solution on top of the denser one (bottom). (c) shows three interferograms collected from five selected mixing experiments. The concentrations of salt [in %(w/w)] and lysozyme (Lyso; in mg ml À1 ) are indicated to the right of each row. The solution composition shown in bold indicates the denser solution. The three columns correspond to three different times of the experiments: immediately after pouring the top solution, 2 s after mixing and 4 s later. The experiment illustrated by the top row of pictures shows the development of a relatively stable diffusion front when the denser and also slower solution is on the bottom. The second row shows the fast, convective (Rayleigh-Taylor) mixing of solutions when the denser solution is poured on top of the lighter one. The third and fourth rows show the development of solution fingering by doublediffusion instability. The mixing is faster for smaller density differences (third row) than for larger differences (fourth row). The fifth row shows a highsupersaturation experiment where the mixing is driven by the combination of two effects: double diffusion and the sedimentation of crystals produced upon mixing.
(ii) When the lighter solution is poured over the denser one (lower row in Fig. 1 ) the system should be stable. However, the diffusion that takes place at the mixing front triggers the development of physical instabilities that destabilize it because of the large difference in the diffusion coefficients of the precipitant and the protein. The protein diffusivity is typically one order of magnitude smaller than that of salts, so just after mixing, at the interface, the salt molecules travel to the protein solution faster than the protein molecules towards the salt solution (upper row in Fig. 1 ). This leads to maxima and minima of local density of the salt solution close to the interface, where some droplets of denser solution start falling.
These phenomena affect the homogenization time and the precipitation behaviour, which may influence the result of the crystallization experiment in many practical cases. Under a convective environment there are different local supersaturation values across the solution, which are expected to be particularly high at the interface between the falling and rising droplets. This particularly affects the reproducibility of the experiments, which can yield different results depending on the relative density and diffusivity of the solutions and their components. This is also the case when scaling up the screening experiments, because changing the size of the solution droplets also changes the Reynolds number and therefore the fluid flow regime. The rate of homogenization also depends on the mixing mechanism, being faster when Rayleigh-Taylor convection develops and slower when mixing is dominated by diffusion or double diffusion. The number of crystals and their size may depend on this rate of homogenization (Fig. 2) .
In practical terms, when seeking reproducibility faster homogenization is beneficial and it would then be better to add the denser solution over the lighter one. However, the reverse mixing order may be more advantageous for screening a wider area of the solubility diagram because diffusion or fingering may yield a variable ratio of protein and reactive agent concentrations.
All of the mixing mechanisms observed in these experiments are consequences of natural convection, where the only external force is gravity. Nonetheless, the use of forced convection is also frequently employed in protein crystallization when solutions are mixed using a pipette, aspirating the solution up and down several times (Rupp, 2009 ). This, however, is very difficult to achieve using automated crystallization robots, so it is practically restricted to manual experiments. The use of forced convection to accelerate mixing is a good option in terms of reproducibility, but even in this case it must be considered that transient, local fluctuations of supersaturation may still develop. Just after injecting the solutions the supersaturation value at the protein-precipitant interface can be several times higher than anticipated after full homogenization. When the overall supersaturation value is sufficiently high nucleation may still take place before the mixing is complete, leading to an irreproducible number of crystals (owing to a high initial nucleation rate) that will be strongly dependent on the velocity of injection, the volume of the two solutions being mixed and even on the geometry of the experimental setup (Chernov, 2003) .
At very high supersaturation values, another effect must also be taken into account: the mixing induced by gravitydriven sedimentation of the crystals or amorphous precipitates forming at the interface. This occurs both at the mixing interface and in the moving droplets formed by double diffusion. In both cases the net effect is either distortion or destruction of the depletion gradient around the crystals (Otá lora et al., 2001) and acceleration of mixing (Howard et al., 2009 ).
Mass transport in vapour-diffusion experiments
The vapour-diffusion method, an elegant variation of the evaporation method, is the technique preferred by most molecular biologists and crystallographers for the crystallization of macromolecular compounds (McPherson, 1999; Ducruix & Giegé, 1999) . In its most classical laboratory implementation, a hanging drop containing the protein and precipitant is equilibrated against a reservoir typically containing double the concentration of precipitant (Bergfors, 2009) . Equilibration following Raoult's law provokes the transport of water molecules via vapour diffusion from the hanging drop towards the solution placed in the reservoir, thereby increasing the concentration of protein and salt in the drop continuously over time (Shu et al., 1998; Diller & Hol, 1999) . By choosing the appropriate starting conditions, the Density differences between lysozyme and NaCl solutions as a function of their concentration values. The reddish colours on the left indicate areas where the protein solution is denser. Bluish colours indicate regions where the density of the salt solution is higher. White indicates no difference. The colour saturation is proportional to the density difference (i.e. the buoyancy force). The diagonal straight line is the isodensity line. The curve to the right is the solubility curve, so solutions to the left of the curve are supersaturated. The dominant mass-transport process is indicated in each region with two alternatives where needed depending on how the experiment has been prepared: the salt (s) on top of the protein (p) or vice versa. The position of the denser solution is indicated in grey. The conditions for the experiments shown in Fig. 1(c) are also indicated by white circles (if the lighter solution is put on top) or grey circles (if the denser solution is put on top). The label '1c1' correspond to the top row of Fig. 1(c) and the label '1c5' to the bottom row.
concentration of protein reaches the critical concentration for nucleation and crystalline nuclei start to grow and form crystals ready for X-ray structural studies. It is currently assumed that the volume of the drop consists of a homogeneous solution because of its small volume, which is typically less than 20 ml (Schwartz & Berglund, 2000) . To test this assumption, we have studied the time evolution of a hanging-drop experiment by optical interferometry. Solutions of NaCl at three different concentrations (4.0, 4.4 and 4.8 M) were prepared in distilled water (10 ml). A drop (10 ml) of each of the above solutions was placed in a spectrophotometric cell with an internal depth (in the direction of the laser beam) of 1.0 mm and was allowed to evaporate for 12 h. During this time, interferograms were recorded at periodic intervals (10 s). Fig. 3 shows four selected frames from the interferometry video illustrating the phenomena occurring during the evaporation of the drop. Before nucleation (Fig. 3a) , the evaporation of the drop results in an increase in concentration near the drop-air interface (red/yellow rim in the image). Even at this early stage, some degree of buoyancy convection is present in the drop, which produces the asymmetry between the top and the bottom along the rim. After 5 h of evaporation (Fig. 3b) the size of the drop has shrunk quite significantly, with a corresponding increase in supersaturation. At this point, a nucleation event takes place around the rim of the drop on the cover slip and falls to the bottom of the drop by gravity. The consumption of ions by the crystal-growth process produces a depletion in concentration (deep blue regions), leading to density gradients and the incipient formation of a convection plume above the crystal. Further depletion of solute during crystal growth (Fig. 3c) produces a clear and relatively steady convection plume in which the lighter, solutedepleted solution rises above the crystal while the denser solution enriched in solute falls over the left and right sides of the drop.
The growth of the crystal has two main effects on the homogenization of the drop. The first and most obvious effect is the formation of a convective flow of solution owing to buoyancy that is present even at the last stages of crystal growth (Fig. 3d) . The second effect is an inhomogeneous distribution of supersaturation at the crystal surface. Since diffusion in a fluid is an isotropic phenomenon, the depletion gradient around the crystal is almost spherical, while the crystal itself is a polyhedron. This results in a higher concentration (supersaturation) at the corners of the crystal than at the centre of the faces, which can be observed in Fig. 3(d) , where the corners are green and yellow whereas the centres of the faces are deep blue. This difference in concentration is quite significant and leads to an increased growth rate at the corners that can eventually produce morphological instabilities, the so-called Berg effect (Berg, 1938) , resulting in concave faces, hopper crystals or even dendritic crystals.
Owing to sedimentation by gravity, the crystal tends to grow at the bottom of the drop. This sedimentation, as shown in Fig. 4 , is an additional contribution to convective transport in the drop. The crystals that fall (only one is shown in this example for clarity) produce advective fluid flow similar to the effect of tiny stirrers.
One of the drops studied contained a small, insoluble particle that was moving inside it. This particle was used as a marker to determine mean fluid velocities. The velocity was measured both at the bottom of the convection plume (horizontal velocity) and on the side of the plume (vertical velocity). The mean velocity was found to be 0.16 mm s À1 in the vertical direction and 0.11 mm s À1 in the horizontal direction. This corresponds to Reynolds numbers Re v = 0.48 and Re h = 0.33 (density of water 0.998 g cm
À3
, diameter of the drop 3.0 mm, dynamic viscosity of water 1002 Pa s). For Reynolds numbers lower than 1, laminar flow takes place. As  Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) clearly show, both convection and diffusion operate simultaneously during crystal growth even in microlitre volumes. The relative development of each of them, convection and diffusion, will define the overall flow regime in the experiment and the degree of homogenization and steadiness of supersaturation during the growth of the crystals. The relative importance of diffusion and convection is defined in fluid dynamics using dimensionless numbers such as the Grashoff number Gr N , which gives an account of the ratio between the buoyant forces and the viscous drag forces,
where g is the gravity acceleration, is the kinematic viscosity, is the volume expansion coefficient and L is the characteristic dimension of the container. From this equation, it is easily deduced that buoyancy motion can be reduced by lowering the value of g or L, by increasing the viscosity of the solution and by locating the growing crystal in the upper part of the crystallizing solution. It is clear from the Grashoff expression that several techniques can be applied to reduce convection, namely the use of gels (Cudney et al., 1994; Otá lora et al., 2009; Lorber et al., 2009; Moreno & Mendoza, 2015) , the use of capillaries (Ng et al., 2003; Otá lora et al., 2009) or microfluidic chips (Stevens, 2000; Zheng et al., 2003; Squires & Quake, 2005) , performing the crystallization in space under low-gravity conditions (Ng, 2002; Lorber, 2002; Snell & Helliwell, 2005; Otá lora et al., 2009) and the use of a thickener to increase the viscosity (Lavalette et al., 1999) . Interferograms collected during an NaCl crystallization experiment using the hanging-drop method. The image in (a) was collected right after the nucleation of the crystal close to the drop meniscus. When the crystal reaches a large enough size it falls along the drop surface (b, c) and finally settles at the bottom of the drop (d), developing a convection plume as shown in Fig. 3 growth-rate fluctuations or impurities is an issue. Nonetheless, mass transport, in particular diffusive mass transport, can also be used to design and implement crystal-growth methods with distinct advantages. Counter-diffusion methods are the bestknown example of this use of mass transport. There are several reviews of counter-diffusion methods Biertü mpfel et al., 2002; García-Ruiz, 2003; García-Ruiz, Otá lora et al., 2001; García-Ruiz et al., 2002; Ng et al., 2003; Otá lora & García-Ruiz, 1996 , 1997 . This section will only highlight how mass transport defines the most relevant advantages of the method and how they affect the formation of crystals.
Mass transport in counter-diffusion methods
Counter-diffusion methods are based on mixing two solutions by slow diffusion in opposite directions. In the case of protein crystal growth, these solutions are typically a buffered protein solution and a precipitant solution. The concentration of both protein and precipitant must be sufficiently high to yield a supersaturated solution if mixed. Since protein molecules typically diffuse an order of magnitude more slowly than common precipitants, the concentration of precipitant in the volume initially containing the protein increases at a faster rate than the reduction of concentration of protein in the same volume. This produces a maximum of supersaturation at some point within the protein volume, eventually generating a nucleation event ). This first nucleation occurs typically at a very high value of supersaturation and nucleation rate, because both the concentration of protein and the rate of precipitant concentration increase are high. Soon after nucleation, the protein concentration at the points where crystals have formed falls to the equilibrium value (solubility) and the maximum of supersaturation moves towards the protein side and continues to increase until eventually further nucleation events are triggered (García-Ruiz et al., 1999) .
The overall behaviour is shown in Fig. 5 . The key points of this process are the following.
(i) The maximum value of supersaturation moves along the one-dimensional space owing to the difference in diffusion coefficients and the equilibration of protein concentration around the location where crystals appear. Further nucleation events are most likely to take place at this maximum, so the time evolution of the crystallization sequence is resolved: the later the nucleation, the further from the initial proteinprecipitant interface.
(ii) The diffusive gradients diminish over time, as does the diffusive flow proportionally to the gradient. This means that the rate of supersaturation decreases with time. Therefore, further nucleation events occur at lower nucleation rates.
(iii) The protein:precipitant ratio is different on both sides of the supersaturation maximum, and its absolute value is different at various parts of the experiment, so different chemical conditions are screened and automatically optimized. There will be crystals growing at (or close to) the optimal conditions.
(iv) More complex experiments may be designed by including other species that are different from the protein and the precipitant. For instance, allowing a buffer to counterdiffuse could be the most efficient way of performing a pH screening.
There are examples of full screening kits that have been developed for counter-diffusion methods, the main advantage being that screening and optimization are performed in a single experiment. An interesting feature is that the screening Evolution of a counter-diffusion crystallization experiment of lysozyme using agarose gel over time. The pictures show, from top to bottom, the experiment after t = 0.00, 1.65, 3.53, 9.60, 21.90 and 52.65 h. The pictures only show the protein reservoir; the reservoir containing the precipitant (not shown) is on the left and the salt diffuses from the left side. The high supersaturation at the interface between the two solutions produces a massive precipitation of amorphous or microcrystalline protein (left side of the second image). This precipitation and the subsequent relaxation of the diffusive gradients lead to a nucleation front moving from left to right as the maximum supersaturation moves in this direction. The number of crystals nucleated decreases with time and in the right quarter of the plate only a few crystals are present that feature clear concentration-depletion zones around them.
is not limited to the precipitating agent or additives. For instance, one can play with pH too, with allowing a concentrated buffer, an acidic solution or an alkaline solution to counter-diffuse against a protein solution being the most efficient way of performing a pH screening. It has also been demonstrated that crystals grown in capillary tubes can be used to collect X-ray diffraction data without further manipulation by allowing a cryoprotectant to diffuse and then freezing the capillary, which also minimizes crystal handling Ng et al., 2003) .
